free but we learn how to be free. Its what makes American people good people because we learn how to be free and follow the rules.

iii. Logic of control

1. Thomas Hobbes- Leviathan: Leviathan- big sea monster, without it it would lead to war of all against all. Without it we are not capable of enjoying freedom without control.

2. Engels- Class Struggle: we are controlled by home. Owners vs. non owners. Owners have legitimate power because they own the means of production. Control mechanism is ownership over means of production. When you hire people you control them in the work place.

3. Max Webber- Authority or legitimate power: Make people obey based on three types: traditional, charismatic, legal rational. These make people willingly accept or obey. You have to have a system to make individuals larger than life. Example the police pull you over and you obey. The police are a representative of the legal system.